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Recently, the British Association for the
Advancement of Science (BAAS) held its
annual meeting. On September 6, a special
half-day conference considered the use of
citations as performance indicators. View-
points both for and against were expressed.
This Mason Conference was brought about,
in part, by tlte decision earlier this year by
the University Grants Committee, one of
two major government funding bodies for
UK academic research, to use citation data,
inter alia, to help assess research perfor-
mance.

The following reprint was originally pub-
lished July 15, 1988, in the limes Higher
Ekiucation Supplement (THES) (London). I

was invited to write this piece as a result of
the heightened interest in the topic in the
UK. Indeed, an earlier BAAS meeting had
considered the topic, as dld a Ciba Founda-
tion conference on evahtation research. N-
though tlis article was written for a British
audience, I believe the issues addressed have
a general significance.

*****

Mythanksto Elizabeth Fuseler-McDowell
and Peter Pesavento for their help in the
preparation of this essay.
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?his article originally appeared in the 7ii High. E&c. Suppl. 15 July 1988. p. 12.

The use of citations by the University Grants Committee [UGC] has caused widespread
disquiet among scientists and librarians who are asked to compile the relevant data.

77reTHES asked Gene Garfkkl, originator of the Science Citation Xndex@ and presi-
dent of the Institute for Scientific Informationm, to explain the strengths and weaknesses
of the technique for assessing research performance in individual departments.

The impact of citation counts

The U(3C’s use of citation data to evaluate rmi-
versity departments in the United Kingdom is a
sensitive issue, and, because it involves the use
of data generatedby my company,I am concerned
about how such data are handled by the UGC in-
vestigators. Citation anafysis, even when per-
formed by trained informationsprzialista, is a sub
tle undertaking.hs & handsof the umkilled, there
is a rest possibdity of its misuse.] In any assess-

ment, citation analysis ought to provide oofy one
indicator among many others, both anafytic and
human. Invidious comparisons su~rted by in-
accurate or incomplete data help no one. But this
is no less true for subjective decision-making
based on limited memory and “old boy net-
works”.

The Science Citm”onlndexm (SCF ) is, fore-
most, a ted for informationretrieval. In addition,
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for 25 years now, the S’CIhas proven its worth
in tracking research and its application. Anyone
who thinks that the SCZ—andita companion pub-
lications, the Social Sciences Citi”on Index” and
the Arts & Humanities t2itm”on Irui%xm-exist
merely to provide citation counts should test how
usctid these indexescan be in helpingthem search
the literature. Among other things, they are now
a major tool for historians and sociologistsof con-
temporary science.

I suggested in 1955that the creation of the SCI
would eventurdly iead to many by-products.2 In
fact, it has become an enormous and constantly
growing database which provides statistical indi-
cators and specific identifications of intellectual
connections among scientists and publications.

The Cit@’on hutex itself lists cited paprs,
tmoks, thesesand other publicationsunder the timt
author’s name. It ahouid be stressed, however,
that the source (aurhor) index cross-references all
authors. The main entry indicates the first nine
authors of each item. Using a complete bibliog-
raphy of worka produced or published by mem-
bers of a university department, it is possible to
assembledata showingwhat matcrirdhas tw.n cit-
ed, by whom, and how often. But this is onfy the
first step in citation analysis. A limited attempt
has been made to interpret these data-for exam-
ple, to try to detennhre why these items are cit-
ed, and why others are not.3

If citation data are to be used as part of a pro-
cess of discrimination and selection, it is essen-
tial to establish the metlmfology and the terms
of reference and comparison. 1 As a start, be-
cause of the need to compare like with like, it is
impcmant to take accumtt of variations between
subject areas. The literature varies consistently
not only between, but also within, fields, in char-
acteristics which affect the potentiaf for being cit-
ed-such as the size, time lag and degree of inte-
gration of new knowledge, and the age of the lit-
erature.4 These and other factors may influence
how quickly a paper will b cited; how long it
will take the citation rate to peak, and whether
it will continue being cited or be subject to what
Robert K. Merwmhas cafled’ ‘obliteration by in-
corporation” (in which the substance of a re-
searcher’s work becomes so abwrbed in the com-
mon understanding prevafent in its field that ex-
plicit citation is no longer thought necessary).5

For example, key papers in physical chemistry,
maths and astronomy may not start to accumulate
citations until several years atler publication.
Work in biochemistryor immunologymaybe cit-

ed more rapidly and over a longer period. The
role of the journal literature itself in the commu-
nication and progress of research can differ from
one discipline to another.

Contrary to generalmythology,citationamdysis
is extremely sensitive, and rapid changesin scien-
tists’ citation practices within a field can be per-
ceived in a short time. This underlines the need
to study not only citation levels, but also trends.
Citationptential dependson a range of variables,
and it is vitaI to take heed of–if not compensate
for—disparities.

In my 1955Sciencepaper, I suggestedthat cita-
tions would provide a measure of impact of au-
tfrors.2However, to short-cut the time lag in es-
timating the impact of individual papers, an ap-
proximation is made by using the overall “imp-
act factor” of the journal in which the paper is
published, Since then a great deal of work has
been done using these data to rank the influence
and impact of journals.

Whife a journal’s impact does not indicate the
distributionof the citations it has received, it does
reflect the average citation frequency of recently
published articles. The fact that a paper has been
published in a high-impactjoumrd iraiicateacare-
ful peer review even for controversial ideas.

Other aspects to consider include the amount
and nature of self-citation; the chronological dis-
tribution of the citations; whether citations are
concentrated around a few papers or dispersed
among many; the extent to which citations are
cross-disciplinary,or internationaland, of course,
the Cirti’on hrkx’s coverage of the field or coon-
W.

However, a frequent misconception is that if
a paper is pubfished in a journal not covered by
the SCI then citationa of that paper will not be
found in the SCI. How journals are selected for
the SCI and other indexes is a topic too vast to
he discussed here. The important point is that,
within each field covered, journals are chosen ac-
cording to their standing in the international re-
search umrnmnity of that field. Each author writ-
ing in thosejournafsis free to citewhateverpapers
he or she has found useful and relevant to the re-
search being described, regardless of whether the
journafs which published the cited material are
indexed in the SC] or not.

Undoubtedly, there are some “locaf” topics
which do not have intematiorud impact, and dis-
cussion may be contlncd to a particular group or
sub-specialty. If an article presenting major new
research findings appearain a journal not covered
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by the SCI, itrarely takes long before those tind-
ings are picked up, discussed and cited in higher
impact journals which are indexed in the SCf.

A thoroughaaseaarmmtalso reqdrea asking tiy
citations have been given. Referring to the pas-
sages in the papers which cite the research b+ng
reviewed helps to reveal why it is being quoted.
Citation context anafysis helps determine which
SSP@ of the research was actually mentionedand
what are the concepts which other publishing sci-
entists recognize and associate with the depart-
ment’s researchers. If properly carried out, this
interpretative work provides a rich store of in-
formation unavailable both to those who merely
compute raw citation counts, and to those who
rely solely on a select group of subject experts
to assess the work of their Peers.b

Given the varied nature of citations, it is onty
natural for critics and proponents alike to ask
what, afier all, is being measured? The only re-
sponsible claim we can make for the use of cita-
tion data in evaluating a department’s research is
that the data provide an objective measure of the
utifityor impact of that department’swork-bear-
ing in mind the changing interests of the research
community, and the visibility of the department
and its individualmembers. CMions say nothing
directly about the nature of the work, nothing
about the reason for its utility or impact; nothing
about ita intrinsic vrdrre.But it is not unreasonable
to snakethe assumption that, for a department to
have an impact (as measured by citations), it is
necessaryfor other researchersto form someopin-
ion about the quality of that department’s work.
It is therefore vahd to use citation data as ~ in.

dicator-and a quantifiableand consistentone-of
the wider community’s assessment of the us@t-
ness of a department’s work.7

The fact that a depmtment’s work is of interest
to, and has an impact on, the research wmmuni-
ty will therefore normally be reflected in that de-
partment’s citation record. But careful judgement
may be required to ascertain the reasons why pub
Iicationsare relatively or emnphely mtcited. The
citation life of much work is limited. Gne grcup’s
papers, or those of an individual researcher, may
be superseded by those of another group or indi-
vidual. CompIex aoekd and other factors deter-
mine which paper is adcpted to represent a par-
ticular set of ideas in preference to other publica-
tions. Further, delayed recognition of papers re-
porting significantresearch is net tmcornrnorcper-
haps the work has not yet baa related to current
research concerns, or some methodologicalbreak-
through is needed before the work cart be fully
exploited.7

Superficial and indiscriminate citation studies
often deserve the susuicion which they arouse.
But if the UGC-and srtdividuafdepartments re-
viewing their own performance- are prepared to
invest a reasomble amount of interpretative ef-
fort in the process, they are likely to fmd that cita-
tion analyses have a significant contribution to
make to defining the more systematic approach
to evacuation which is so urgenffy needed.

ISI@is very sensitive to the possible misuse of
its data and takes every opportunity to present a
balfmcai view of the’ ‘corrrzt” interpretationand
use of citation analysis.
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